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THE F1NITENESS OF / WHEN R[X]¡I IS  «-FLAT. II

WILLIAM HEINZER AND JACK OHM1

Abstract. This paper supplements work of Ohm-Rush. A

question which was raised by them is whether R[X]jI is a fiat R-

module implies / is locally finitely generated at primes of R[X].

Here R is a commutative ring with identity, X is an indeterminate,

and / is an ideal of R[X]. It is shown that this is indeed the case, and

it then follows easily that / is even locally principal at primes of

R[X].
Ohm-Rush have also observed that a ring R with the property

"R[X]II is R-ftat implies / is finitely generated" is necessarily an

A(0) ring, i.e. a ring such that finitely generated flat modules are

projective; and they have asked whether conversely any A(0) ring

has this property. An example is given to show that this conjecture

needs some tightening. Finally, a theorem of Ohm-Rush is applied

to prove that any R with only finitely many minimal primes has the

property that R[X]¡¡ is /f-flat implies / is finitely generated.

Notation. All rings will be commutative with identity. R will always

denote a ring, X an indeterminate, and / an ideal in R[X]. If/t R[X], the

content of/, c(f), is the ideal of R generated by the coefficients off; and if

/ is an ideal of R[X], c(I) denotes the ideal of R generated by the co-

efficients of the elements of /. If R' is an -R-algebra with defining homo-

morphism q>: R^-R' and A' is an ideal of R', then we use A' r\R to denote

the ideal </>"_1(yO- R >s called a simple A-algebra if <j> extends to a surjective

homomorphism <f>x'-R[X]-+R'; if £=<t>x(X), we write R' = R[£].

I. lia locally finitely generated. The theorem of this section has been

proved by Ohm-Rush [OR, Theorem 2.18] under the assumption that /

contains a regular element whose degree is minimal among the nonzero

elements of /.

Theorem 1.1. Let I be an ideal in the polynomial ring R[X]. If R[X]jI is

aflat R-moduie. then for any prime ideal P of R[X], IR[X]1, is principal.
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Proof. It suffices to show that IR[X]P is finitely generated, for as

pointed out in [OR, Proposition 1.6] principalness is then an easy conse-

quence of Nakayama's lemma. Note also that one need only consider the

case that/ c p.

Our proof requires a number of preliminary reductions.

(a) Reduction to the case that R is quasi-local and P contracts to the

maximal ideal of R. If p=PC\R, by localizing with respect to the multi-

plicative system R\p we may assume that R is quasi-local and that P

contracts to the maximal ideal p of R. We use here a fact that recurs

throughout the paper, namely that if R' is any Ä-algebra, then 0->/->-

R[X\-+R[X]¡I-+Q is exact and R[X]jI is Ä-flat imply 0-*IR'[X}-+R'[X]-+
R'[X]IIR'[X]-+Ois exact and R'[X]¡IR'[X] is R'-n&t [B, p. 30, Proposition

4 and p. 34, Corollary 2].

(b) Passage from a quasi-local ring R,p to a Henselian quasi-local ring

with infinite residue field. Let R,p be a quasi-local ring and let R', p' be a

quasi-local ring such that R' is a faithfully flat A-algebra and pR'=p'.

Then R'[X]=R' ®RR[X] is a faithfully flat R[X]-moduk [B, p. 48,
Proposition 5]. Hence if P is a prime ideal of R[X], then there exists a

prime ideal P' in R'[X] lying over P; and if, moreover, Pr\R=p, then

p'r\R'=p' since pR'=p'. Also, ä'^jV is a faithfully flat /v[AnP-module.

A consequence of this faithful flatness is that any ideal in R[X]P extends

and contracts to itself in R'[X]P. [B, p. 51, Proposition 9], and hence an

ideal in R[X]P is finitely generated if and only if its extension to R'[X]Ty

is finitely generated. Thus, if/is an ideal in R[X] and/5 is a prime of R[X]

such that PC)R=p and /cf, then there is a prime ideal P' of R'[X] lying
over P such that P' DR' —p' and IR[X]P is finitely generated if and only if

IR'[X\P, is finitely generated.

There are two rings to which we want to apply the above remarks. First

let R' = R(Y), where /?(y)denotes the ring/?[yjs, Tan indeterminate and

S={fe R[Y]\c{f)=R}. If R, p is quasi-local, then R(Y) is quasi-local
with maximal idealpR(Y) and has infinite residue field [N, p. 18]. More-

over, R(Y) is a flat and hence faithfully flat /^-module. Thus, by replacing

the ring R, p by R( Y),pR( Y), we may assume that R, p has infinite residue

field.
The next reduction involves passing to the Henselization. If R, p is

quasi-local, then the Henselization R* of R is quasi-local with maximal

ideal pR*=p*, Rjp=R*/p*, and R* is a faithfully flat A-module [N, p.

180, (43.3) and p. 182, (43.8)]. The above remarks show that we may re-

place R, p by its Henselization and thus may assume that R, p is a Henselian

quasi-local ring with infinite residue field.

(c) Reduction to the case that /contains a polynomial g(X) with g(0) = 1.

We note first that R, p is quasi-local and R[X]/I is R-ñat imply either
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J=(0) or I<tpR[X] [OR, Corollary 1.3] or [B, p. 66, Example 23-d]. Thus,
excluding the trivial case that /= (0), there existsg( X) e I with g(X) $pR [X].

Since Rjp is infinite, there exists ae R such thatg(í7)=á0 (mod p); and hence

g(a) is a unit of R. Let <f> be the /^-automorphism of R[X] defined by

tf>(X)=X+a. Since <j>(g)(0)=g(a), we may, after replacing / by <f>(I),

assume that g(0) is a unit of R. After dividing g by g(0), we may further

assume g(0)=\.

The above reductions show that it suffices to prove the following

proposition.

Proposition 1.2. Let R, p be a Henselian quasi-local ring; let S—

R [X]\P, where P is a prime ideal of R [X] such that PC\R=p; and let I be an

ideal of R [X] such that /<= p and I contains a polynomialg(X) with g(0)—1.

Then R [X]jl is a flat R-module implies /s is a finitely generated ideal of

R[X]S.

First we need a couple of easy lemmas. Recall that an R-algebra R is

said to be of finite type if R' is a localization of a finite R-algebra [N, p.

127].2

Lemma 1.3. Let R, p be ct Henselian quasi-local ring and let R', p' be a

quasi-local R-algebra of finite type such that p C\R=p. Then R' is a finite

R-module.

Proof. By definition R' is a localization of a finite /^-algebra T. It

follows that R'=TQ, where Q=p'r\T. Since R is Henselian, T=\~["=l Tit
where the T¡ are quasi-local [N, p. 185, (43.15)]. Note thatp C\R=p im-

plies QC\R—p, and since T'\% integral over R, this implies that Q is maxi-

mal. But the maximal ideals of rT?=i T{ are all of the form (7\, • • • , Qu

■ ■ ■ , T„), where Q¡ is the maximal ideal of T¡, and Yl?*--i ̂i localized at

any such prime is merely a homomorphic image of Yl'Li T¡. Thus, T is a

finite R-module implies TQ is a finite /^-module.

Lemma 1.4. Let R,p be a Henselian quasi-local ring, let g(X) e R [X] be

a polynomial such that g(0) = 1, let P be a prime ideal of R [X] with PC\R=p

and geP, and let <f>: R[X]^>-R[X]l(g(X)) denote the canonical homomor-

phism. Then (R[X]l(g(X))4>{l>) is a finite R-module.

Proof. If ? = </>(*), then R[X\¡(g(X))=R[Ç]. Since g(0)=l, f is a

unit in R[Ç] and 1/| is integral over R. Thus /?[f]¿</>) is a localization of

#[1/¿t] and is therefore a quasi-local R-algebra of finite type with

cj>(P)R{Ç]4lU.)r\R=p. By 1.3, R[^œ) is a finite R-module.    q.e.d.

2 This differs from Bourbaki's terminology. Probably "essentially finite" would be a

better name for this kind of tf-algebra.
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Proof of 1.2.   Consider the exact sequence of jftfA^-modules

0-+11(g)-» R[X]l(g)-+R[X]II-+0.

Localizing at the multiplicative system S, we get the exact sequence

(1.5) 0 - {Il(g))s - (R[X]l(g))s -* (R[X]II)S -> 0.

By Lemma 1.4, (R[X]l(g))s is a finite /î-module and hence so also

is (R[X]¡I)S. Moreover, R[X]l¡is R-ñat implies (R[X]II)S is Ä-flat. There-

fore (R[X]¡I)S is a finite flat /î-module; and since R is quasi-local, this im-

plies (R[X]II)S is R-free. Thus the sequence (1.5) splits and (//(g))Ä is also

/v-finite and a fortiori /? [A^-finite. Since Isl(gR[X]s) is canonically

isomorphic as an AfA^-module to (Ij(g))s, we conclude that Is is a

finite /vJXfç-module.   q.e.d.

Let us call an ideal A of a ring R locally trivial if for every prime p of R,

either ^¡,=0 or AV=R1).

Corollary 1.6. Let I be an ideal of R[X]. Then R[X]jI is R-flat if and
only ifc(I) is locally trivial and I is locally principal at primes of R [X].

Proof. Apply Theorem 1.1 and [OR, Theorem 1.5 and Proposition

1.6].

Corollary 1.7. If I is an ideal in R[X] such that R[X]jI is R-flat, then
I is aflat R[X]-module.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 1.6 that / is locally free at each prime

of/? [AH.

Corollary 1.8. Let 1 and J be ideals of R[X\ If R[X]/1 and R[X]/Jare

R-flat, then R[X]jIJ is R-flat.

Proof. Note that IJ is locally principal and c(IJ) is locally trivial.

Hence Corollary 1.6 applies.

Corollary 1.9. Let R be a ring, let R denote the integral closure of R

in its total quotient ring, and let I be an ideal of R[X). Then R[X]¡I is R-

flat if {and only if) R[X]¡IR[X] is R-flat.

Proof. The proof is the same as in [OR, Theorem 2.18], except that

Theorem 1.1 is used in place of their Corollary 2.16.

2. Flatness and A{0) rings. We shall call a ring R an .4(0) ring (in

keeping with the terminology of [CP]) provided finitely generated flat

A-modules are projective. R is an ,4(0) ring if and only if every locally trivial

ideal A of R is finitely generated [OR, Lemma 4.6]; and an immediate

consequence of this and the definition is that R is an ,4(0) ring if and only

if for every ideal A of R, RlA is R-flat implies A is finitely generated.
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Consider the following assertion :

(*) R[X]jI is a flat R-module implies / is finitely generated.

It is proved in [OR, Theorem 2.19] that if R is a domain then (*) is

always valid; moreover, the existence of rings which are not ,4(0) rings

(e.g. absolutely flat rings which are not noetherian) shows that (*) is not

true in general without some assumption on / or R. The question is raised in

[OR] as to what rings R have the property that (*) is valid for all ideals /

of R[X], and Ohm and Rush suggest that (*) might be true whenever R

is an A(0) ring. This possibility is supported by their observation that R is

A (0) if and only if for every ideal / of R [X], R [X]\I is a finite flat .R-module

implies /is finitely generated (which shows a fortiori that (*) implies R is an

A(0) ring). We shall give now an example of a quasi-local ring (and hence

an A(0) ring) for which (*) does not hold. The idea behind the example is to

reduce to a ring which is not A(0) by localizing at an element s. Thus,

perhaps the rings for which (*) is valid are those R with the property that

simple flat .R-algebras are A(0). The following lemma shows that this

condition is at least necessary.

Lemma 2.1. If R satisfies (*), then any simple flat R-algebra is an A(0)

ring.

Proof. Suppose there exists a simple flat R-algebra R[|] which is not

A(0). Then there exists an ideal A of R[f] such that R[£]jA is R[|]-flat but

A is not finitely generated. By [B, p. 35, Corollary 3], R[£]IA is also R-

flat. If / denotes the kernel of the composition of the canonical homo-

morphisms R[X]-+R[Ç]-^R[Ç]lA, then the image of / in R[£] is A; and

hence / cannot be finitely generated. Thus, R does not satisfy (*).

Example 2.2 (of a quasi-local ring R and an ideal / of R[X] such that

R[X]/I is R-flat but / is not finitely generated).

Claim. There exists an integral domain D with the following prop-

erties.

(i) D is 2-dimensional quasi-local:

(ii) the maximal ideal of D is the radical of a principal ideal;

(iii) the set {px) of all height one primes of D is infinite and fltI/'ei7¿(0).

Before verifying the claim, let us show how the existence of such a D

leads to the required example. Let N=(~)Ipx, and let R= D'N. Then R is

quasi-local, reduced, 1-dimensional and the maximal ideal of R is of the

form yf(s) for some se R. Moreover, R has an infinite number of mini-

mal primes. It follows that R[\js] is O-dimensional, reduced, and has an in-

finite number of minimal primes, where R[X¡s] denotes the quotient ring

of R with respect to the multiplicative system consisting of powers of s.

Therefore R[l/i] is absolutely flat and nonnoetherian, so R[l 's] is not an
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,4(0) ring. Hence by Lemma 2.1, there exists an ideal I of R[X] such that

R[X]\1 is R-flat but / is not finitely generated.

Note that in the above argument the fact that ^(s) is the maximal

ideal of R is used only to insure that R [ 1 Is] has infinitely many primes. Thus,

for our application it would be sufficient to have infinitely many minimal

primes of R which do not contain s.

We shall now prove the above claim. Let k be an algebraically closed

field of characteristic zero and let y and z be indeterminates. Let K=

k(y, z) and define a rank two valuation ring V of K over k by defining

V(y)=(0, 1), K(z)=(l, 0) and then taking infimums, i.e. the value of any

polynomial in k[y, z] is the infimum of the values of the monomials oc-

curring in that polynomial. Here the value group for Kis the direct sum of

two copies of the additive group of integers ordered lexicographically.

Thus, V(y)<V(z). Note that V has maximal ideal yV, V=k+yV, and the

z-adic valuation ring of k(y, z), viz., k[y, z]U), is the rank one valuation

ring of K containing V. Let L be an algebraic closure of K and let V* de-

note the integral closure of V in L. Since V* is a Prüfer domain (see for

example, [G, p. 257, (18.3)] or [K, p. 71, Theorem 101]) each extension of

the valuation ring k[y, z]iz) to L is of the form VP for some height one

prime Pa of V*. It is easily seen that there are infinitely many valuation

rings of L extending k[y, z]U) (for example, if 6 is a root of the poly-

nomial Xn—l+z, then in K(6) there are n valuation rings extending

k[y, z](2)). Thus, the set {P„} of height one primes of V* is infinite. Let M

denote the Jacobson radical of V* and let D=k+M. We have Kcflc V*,

so V* is integral over D. Hence D is 2-dimensional quasi-local with maxi-

mal ideal M, M= ^'(yD), and each height one prime of D is of the

form pa = PaC\D. We note that 1/yeD^ and yV*<=-M^D, so V*<=DPx

and Dv= VPa. Therefore the set {pa} of height one primes of D is infinite.

Finally, z e C\x pa, so H-,/^(O), and D has all the properties of the

claim,    q.e.d.

The following proposition shows that if/? is a ring with nilradical N and

if R¡N~ satisfies condition (*) introduced above then R does also.

Proposition 2.3. Let N be the nilradical of the ring R, let I be an ideal

of R [X], and assume R [X]l¡ is R-flat. Then I is a finitely generated ideal if

(and only if) the image of I under the canonical homomorphism R[X]->

(RlN)[X] is a finitely generated ideal.

Proof. The hypotheses imply there exists a finitely generated ideal

A<=-Isuch that I=A + (NR[X]n/). Since R[X]IIis R-flat, NR[X]n/= NI
[B, p. 33, Corollary]. If Pis any prime ideal of R[X], then IP=AP + NIP;

and since lP is finitely generated by Theorem 1.1, it follows from Nakaya-

ma's lemma that IP = AP. Therefore, I=A.    q.e.d.
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We now prove a theorem which gives a large class of rings that do

satisfy (*). The proof will make use of Theorem 1.1 and the result of

Ohm-Rush that integral domains satisfy (*).

Theorem 2.4. Let R be a ring with only finitely many minimal prime

ideals, and let I be an ideal of R[X]. Then R[X]/I is R-flat implies I is a

finitely generated ideal.

Proof. If px, ■ ■ ■ ,pn are the minimal primes of R, then the canonical

homomorphism R-*ili=i WPi) = R' defines an R-algebra structure on R'.

Since R' = Rex-\-r-Re„, where et— (0, • • • , li? • ■ • , 0),  R' is a finite

.R-module. If f denotes the image of / under the canonical homomorphism

R[X]~*(Rlp,)[X], then /#[*]-EGLi h- Moreover, since R//;¿ is a domain

[OR, Theorem 2.19] asserts that f is a finitely generated ideal. It follows

that IR'[X] is a finitely generated ideal of R'[X]. Therefore, there exists a

finitely generated ideal A of R[X] such that /lc/and AR'[X] = IR'[X].

The remainder of the proof is essentially the same as the proof of

[OR, Theorem 2.19]. For a given prime P of R[X], we show that A R[X]P=

IR[X]j,. If Pr\R=p, we may localize at R\p and thus assume that R is

quasi-local with maximal ideal p. Let p' be a prime of R' lying over p.

Then (R¡p)[X]c(R'lp')[X] and A(R'¡p')[X] = I(R'¡p')[X]. Since (R¡p)[X]
is a principal ideal domain, it follows that A(R¡p)[X] = I(R¡p)[X]. Hence

I=A + (inp[X]); and since R[X]¡I is R-flat, If\p[X]=pl [B, p. 33,

Corollary]. Thus I=A +pl, so IR[X]P=AR[X]r+pIR[X]r. Since IR[X]P

is finitely generated (Theorem 1.1), Nakayama's lemma implies that

AR[X]P=IR[X]¡>. We conclude that A=I.    q.e.d.

The final part of the proof of the above theorem actually yields the

following result, which is perhaps of interest in itself.

Proposition 2.5. Suppose R' is an R-algebra such that every prime ideal

of R has a prime ideal of R' lying over it, and let A^I be ideals ofR[X] such

that R[X]fis R-flat. Then AR'[X]=IR'[X] implies A = I.

Added February 7, 1972. That R[X]¡I is R-flat implies / is locally

finitely generated at primes of R[X] is known and is due to M. Raynaud

and L. Gruson, "Critères de platitude et de projectivité", Invent. Math.

13 (1971), 1-89. In fact, their 3.4.2 contains the »-variable case of this

theorem! Similarly, their 3.4.6 includes the «-variable analog of our 2.4

(for a reduced R). We are indebted to W. Vasconcelos for directing our

attention to this important paper. While the methods of Raynaud-Gruson

are very impressive, we feel that our proofs retain some interest because of

their accessibility.
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